Latin PA Executive Committee Meeting  
September 14, 2016  

Present: Elizabeth Duffy, Mike Monti, Deb Moss, Lisa Rucker, Edith Shine, Jennifer Thorpe-Lewis  

Absent: Marie Alexander, Helene Fisher, Betsy Hagan, Tena Howell, Cathy Krebs, Kate Mazza, LaVerne Tate  

The group discussed the role of the PA and especially the grade representatives in Latin Pride. With low attendance and meetings recently, it is difficult to get the Executive Committee involved in Latin Pride.  

The group notes that the budget for the PA comes from money raised from Latin Pride, and that many would like a greater investment of time and energy from the group that decides how the money is spent.  

Elizabeth Duffy will coordinate outreach for Latin Pride for the upper school. Mike Monti will do it for middle school, and Betsy Hagan will be the Advisory Representative coordinator.  

Kate Cromwell will put together handouts and talking points and plans to schedule calls or a meeting for the volunteers.